
Adventure Resume – Have You Ever?
* Determined that you would rather be real and miserable than happy and kidding yourself
* Played in a brilliant display of St. Elmo’s fire
* Hung your chin out over a cliff of over a thousand feet (also dropped a large rock or two)
* Discovered you were close to an active bear in a cave
* Worked with dynamite (was able to buy dynamite, fuses and blasting caps at age 18) 
* Fought an out or control fire
* Been bitten by a rattlesnake (picked it up, let go of its head, played with it, and released it)
* Slept outdoors on concrete with only the clothes on your back (plus a welcome mat for warmth)
* Sailed over an oncoming car on a motorcycle
* Explored a multi-million dollar estate grounds at night without owner’s permission 
* Hitchhiked over 200 miles
* Been swimming in the ocean out beyond the breakers at night in shark haunted waters
* Come off the back of a motorcycle in heavy traffic
* Been about to drown, until your foot touched bottom as you finished your prayer
* Earned a living and gone to school while living in a vehicle (usually in a parking lot)
* Had to find work in a foreign country in order to survive
* Climbed around the outside of a building four floors above the cobblestones at night
* Dated a local girl in a foreign country, and been chaperoned by her mother and sister (loved all 3)
* Had a terrorist bomb damage a building you were in.
* Been stalked by machete wielding witch doctors (a friend saw a decapitated tourist)
* Seen lightning strike within a hundred feet of yourself
* Played chicken with the devil (walked into a visible demon in broad daylight)
* Been alone in a shed and too sick to drink a cup of water without vomiting, for three days
* Been surrounded by snarls and shadows of wild dogs at night with no light or weapon 
* Slept with a nun (just in her apartment, I never got into the habit)
* Experienced or witnessed a divine healing
* Been shot at
* Done cartwheels off a motorcycle over boulders (God warned me to yield three weeks before)
* Been deputized as a sheriff and left alone to protect a young lady from outlaw bikers
* Hallucinated on drugs for two or more days in a row
* Had someone try to kill you on the freeway
* Been at sea among waves over 50 feet high
* Driven at over 140 mph
* Accepted a beer from a party of hostile gang-bangers while alone in a park at night
* Crossed the international date line
* Discovered that brakes don’t work while wheels are off the ground
* Approached and sat beside a beautiful total stranger in a parked car (still married to her)
* Seen a head-on collision right behind you
* Had a doctor tell your family to find you a mortuary
* Felt the arms of the Creator around you when asking honest, serious questions
* Begun driving over 1000 miles without enough money for a full tank of gas
* Interrupted a judge
* Been pursued by a camp of satanists while hiking in the mountains
* Confronted and driven out an intruder who had entered your house to rob you
* Seen prophetic visions (one of them helped protect me from a head-on collision)
* Been jobless and homeless for over a year (imposed on grudging friends and family)


